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Abst rac t - -We outline an axiomatic theory expressed in a fu~t order predicate logic formalism. 
The theory modifies and extends Bowman Clarke's calculus of individuals. The theory is primarily 
concerned with a topological description of space and time. From this theory various classification 
hierarchies axe singled out and expressed as lattice structures. The nodes of these lattices correspond 
to concepts expressed in the theory as monadic predicates, but also concepts expressed using higher 
arity predicates. We concentrate upon that part of the theory that is used to describe space. Tile log- 
ical structure and interrelationship of these different lattice structures are discussed. Some attention 
is given to how, by sin[ling out such structures, the theory may be effectively implemented within a 
resolution-based automated reasoning setting. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
When developing Artificial Intelligence (AI) programs, it is common practice to uncover and 
exploit various conceptual structures upported by a given theory. One example of this might 
be a simple classification hierarchy (or taxonomy) where all the concepts expressed by monadic 
(sort) predicates are grouped together and represented as nodes on a tree or lattice. There are 
particular advantages to be gained in explicitly representing such information. For example, a 
classification hierarchy can provide the b~is for property inheritance within a semantic network. 
But it can be also used to exploit the computational dvantages whe,! using sorted logics in 
automated theorem proving, or in programming languages based on resolution or unification 
such as PROLOG. Apart from picking out concepts expressed by monadic predicates, other 
concepts expressed by higher arity predicates (relations) can also be picked out and represented 
as nodes on tree or lattice stuctures, with similar practical gains to be made. 
We outline a "ha'ire physical theory" (in the sense outlined in [1,2]) which is primarily used to 
describe topological properties of both space and time. The theory falls under the rubric "na'ive 
physics" only in the sense that our aim in using it is to model knowledge associated with the 
everyday world. The theory exploits different examples of the classification hierarchies mentioned 
above. 
Our theory is expressed in a sorted, first order logical formalism. It modifies and extends 
Clarke's [3,4] calculus of individuals, although a set-theoretical interpretation of the formalism 
is assumed. Clarke's calculus differs markedly from the more well-known classical calculus of 
individuals developed by Leonard and Goodman [5]. One notable difference is the use of a weaker 
primitive dyadic relation 'C(x0y),' read as 'x connects with y,' which allows a more expressive 
range of dyadic predicates to be defined. 
The general theory is used to describe both space and time, however, for reasons of space, 
we specifically concentrate upon the spatial part of the theory. An appendix (Appendix A) is 
included giving formal definitions of the constants, functions, and predicates formally referred 
to in the text. As tim temporal part of the theory is only sketched, this is not given the same 
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exhaustive treatment~in particular no formal definitions are given for the set of temporal dyadic 
relations, which are only mentioned, though the similarity of these with those found in Allen and 
Hayes' temporal ogic [6,7] should be evident. Further details of the theory can be found in [8,9] 
and, in greater detail, in [I0]. 
We use the sorted logic LLAMA Ill], but a detailed knowledge of this logic is neither assumed 
nor required in order to understand the theory. We use a sorted logic, not only because of the 
well-known computational dvantages in the reduction of the search space for a proof that may be 
obtained using such logics, but also because it forces ones ontology (i.e., what the theory assumes 
to exist) to be made explicit, which we view as desirable. All the reader should bear in mind 
is that, in LLAMA, sortal restrictions on the possible values of a variable within a formula are 
derived implicitly from the specified sort of the argument position in which it appears. The only 
other demand made on the reader is familiarity with a set of binary lattice operators used below; 
these are ' lab'  (least upper bound), 'glb'  (greatest lower bound) and 'V (complementatioa), nd 
the symbols 'T '  and '.l_,' which are reserved for the top and bottom elements of a given lattice. 
2. THE ONTOLOGY OF REGIONS 
In this paper, we draw a distinction between physical objects and regions; intuitively, a region 
of space may be [ikened to a space that could be conceivably occupied by a physical body. We 
restrict our interpretation of time and space, so that time is treated as a one-dimensional region, 
and space a three-dimensional region. 
We assume the domain is partitioned into a set of non-overlapping sets of objects which we 
call sorts. Each sort is given a unique name fimctioning as its sort symbol. Using the sorted 
logic, we ,assign the sort called RE(IION to the set of regions. This sort is further subdivided 
into temporal regions (the sort called PERIOD) and spatial regions (the sort called SPATIAL). The 
sorts SPATIAL and PERIOD are disjoint, i.e., spatial and temporal regions are non-overlapping 
sets. Each non-logical sort is assigned to a named node on a complete Boolean lattice which we 
name S. 1 
The top node of this sort lattice represented by the symbol 'T'  (top) is the most general or 
universal sort, the bottom node represented by the symbol '_k' (bottom) the empty sort. The sort 
REGION extends directly below the sort T with the sorts PERIOD and SPATIAL extending directly 
below the sort REGION---see Figure 1. 
2.1. The Basic Set o[ Dyadic Relations Defined on Regions 
We introduce two primitive relations 'C(x,y), '  read as 'x is connected with y,' and 'B(x,y) '  
('x is before y'), and use these to define a set of dyadic relations defined on regions. C(x,y) is 
totally reflexive and symmetrical, B(x,y) irreflexive and transitive. 
The set of relations defined only usitlg C(x, y) as the primitive include such relations as 'P(x, y) '  
('x is a part of y'), 'PP(x,y) '  ('x is a proper part of y'), '0 (x ,y) '  ('x overlaps y'), 'DR(x,y)'  ('x is 
discrete from y'), 'P0(x,y) '  ('x partially overlaps y'), 'EC(x0y)' ('x is externally connected with 
y'), 'TP (x, y) '  ('x is a tallgential part of y'), '~ITP (x, y)'  ('x is a nontangential part of y'), and many 
others. A subset of pairwise nmtually exclusive relations are singled out from this set. These are: 
'DC(x,y)'  ('x is disconnected from y'), EC(x,y), P0(x,y) ,  'TPP(x,y)'  ('x is a tangential proper 
part of y'), 'NTPP(x,y)' ('x is a nontangential proper part of y'), 'TPI (x ,y) '  ('x is a tangential part 
of (and identical with) y'), ' l [TPI(x,y)'  ('x is a nontangential part of (and identical with) y') and 
TPP- t (x ,y )  and IITPP - l  (x,y)  being the inverses of the asymmetrical TPP(x,y) and NTPP(x,y) 
relations, see Figure 2. Figure 2 illustrates a model for this set of relations with the regions 
construed as topologically "closed" spatial regions, i.e., regions including their boundaries. The 
configuration used for l~TPI(x,y) uses a dotted figure to indicate a topologically open region. In 
the theory, this relation acts as an identity relation between open regions, which by definition do 
not include their boundary points. 
Some of the defined relations support both a temporal and spatial interpretation, e.g., C(x,y)  
and P(x ,y) ,  others only a temporal interpretation, e.g., B(x ,y), or only a spatial interpretation, 
I The set named nodes of S are complemented with a set of unnamed nodes to complete the Boolean lattice. 
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Figure 2. The base lattice I,, defining the position of the dyadic relations given solely 
in terms of the primitive relation C (x ,  y) .  
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e.g., OUTSIDE(x,y) and I ISIDE(x,y) (discussed below). We use the sorted logic so that the 
interpretation of the relations mirror the way relations are formally defined on particular sort 
combinations. Thus, for example, the formula C(x,y) is defined to be well-sorted when and only 
when the sorts of its arguments are either both PERIOD or both SPATIAL, and the same applies 
to the formula 8(x,y)  when and only when the sort of both its arguments i PERIOD. Other 
assignments for these particular elations are subsequently treated as ill-sorted. 
g.2. Spatial Regions 
The set of relations defined using the connects relation as the sole primitive can all be given 
a spatial interpretation. This set can be represented as a relational lattice with 'T '  (top) and 
'.1_' (bottom) now interpreted as tautology and contradiction, respectively--see Figure 2. We 
name this particular lattice, L, and tile set of named relations that cover 1, the base relations 
of L. We shall repeatedly refer to this particular lattice below. The ordering of these relations is 
one of subsumption with the weakest (most general) relations connected irectly to T, and the 
strongest (most specific) to .L. For example, TPP(x,y) in Figure 2 can be seen to imply PP(x,y) 
and TP(x,y),  while PP(x,y) implies either TPP(x,y) or lrrpp(x,y). A greatest lower bound of_l. 
indicates that the relations are mutually disjoint, e.g., TPP(x,y) and NTPP(x0y) and also P(x,y)  
and DR(x,y). 
We shall now extend this set of relations. So far, everything has been defined in terms of 
C(x,y);  we now add a primitive function 'cony(x), '  meaning the convex hull of x. This function 
is used to define a set of relations capturing the notion of one region being "inside" or "outside" 
another egion. By this we mean a ball may be "inside" a cup without being actually incorporated 
within the solid substance of the cup. "~ 
We have: 'W-OUTSIDE(x, y)'  ('x is wholly outside y'), '.I-OtlTSIDE(x,y)' ('x is just outside y'), 
their inside analognes, together with 'P-INSIDE(x,y)' ('x is partially inside y'). This set of 
relations extends below the relation DR(x,y) in the lattice extension in Figure 3. Excepting 
IJ-OUTSIDE(x,y), each relation of this set can be fllrther split into two specializations: the 
case where x and y externally connect, and when x and y arc disconnected. For example, 
J-0UTSIDE(x,y) is split into 'J-0UTSIDE ~;('(x,y)' ('x is just outside (and externally connected 
with) y') and '.l-0UTSIDEnC(x,y) ' ('x is just outside outside (and disconnected with) y'). The 
other relations hould be reasonably straightforward to read and understand, as they express tl,e 
same logical form. 
A second way the basic set of relations can be extended is by defining 'surround' analogues 
of some of the specializations of the proper part relation. By one region being surrounded by 
another, we ILave in mind the example configurations depicted in Figure 2 for the proper part 
relations, but in contrast o the relation of part to whole, the contained and containing regions 
are discrete and do not overlap. We do not use these relations in this paper, but for further 
details of definitions and their utility, see [8,10]. 
As for the spatial sub-lattice itself: spatial regions (the sort SPATIAL) are partitioned into 
a number of subsets and associated sorts. For example, we have (topologically) open spatial 
regions (the sort SPATIAL_0PE|/), (topologically) closed spatial regions (the sort CLOSED) and spa- 
tial regions which are neither open nor closed (the sort CLOPEN). We also have a distinguished 
spatial region that contains all other spatial regions as parts~the spatial universe (sort SPA- 
TIAL_UNIVERSE); moreover, our logic also supports patial regions that are connected i.e., "one 
piece," and those which are not. These sorts are represented in the sort lattice depicted in Fig- 
ure 1. In [10] a minimal sort lattice is used, i.e., not all the monadic predicates upported by 
the logic used here are treated as sort predicates; however, in principle, once the subsumption 
relationships between a set of defined monadic predicates within a theory have been established, 
these can be readily absorbed into the extant set of sort predicates. In the interest of space 
no further details of the spatial sort predicates are given here, but see Appendix A and It0) for 
further details. 
2Later, we shall formally distin~dsh between physical objects (such as cups and balls) and the regions of space 
they occupy. 
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A sort called NULL is added to the sort lattice which functions as an error sort. It is important 
to emphasize that this sort is not true of regions, but disjoint with the sort REGIOS---see Figure 1. 
The formal theory supports no null region. One example of the use to which this sort is put, is 
where tile Boolean function for intersection 'prod(x,y) '  ('the product of z and y') defined on 
regions returns either a region or a null object, depending upon whether those regions overlap 
or are discrete, respectively. Another use of this sort arises when modelling physical bodies that 
pass out of existence, and are treated as null objects. 
Atoms (along with the sort called #,TOM) are introduced and defined to be regions having no 
proper parts. Atoms support both a spatial (the sort -qP#,TI#,L_a-TI311) or temporal (the sort called 
HOHEIIT) interpretation. Spatial atoms are used as follows. First, we use atoms in a definition for 
the "skin" of a region. By the skin of a region we do not mean the boundary of that region (as 
the topological "boundary"), rather, we have in mind the relationship suggested by the skin of 
an orange to the whole orange, i.e., the "skin" has non-zero (atomic) thickness--see Appendix A. 
Second, atoms appear in the definition of a portal (or "way out"), which again has non-zero 
(atomic) thickness (see [g] for further details). Since no metric is assumed here, atoms can 
assume any "size"--but in [10], atoms are assumed to be arbitrarily small regions. 
Although inessential for many modelling problems, points can be accommodated in the for- 
malism. In this case, points are treated as primitive and can appear as a new sort called POTliT. 
Points are then linked to regions via a set of axioms and the introduction of a primitive relation 
of incidence: ' I l l (x ,y) '  ('(point) x is incident in (region)).')--further details can be found in [8]. 
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The theory includes sorts, constants, functions and predicates not covered here. One partic- 
ularly useful feature of the logic is the facility to describe individual disconnected regions. This 
allows for the explicit representation f scattered bodies viewed as a wholc one example being 
the manner in which liquid flowing through a series of chambers in a pump can be naturally 
construed as a single body of liquid. 
2.3. Temporal Regions (Periods) 
Periods are defined as open (temporal regions), i.e., intervals without their end points. The 
reason for this decision is a parsimonious one. First, in this logic, every non-open region has some 
other region externally connected with it. This means that the universal (period) region (which 
contains all other periods as parts) must be open, since to be otherwise would generate an imme- 
diate contradiction--for externally connected regions are discrete (see Figure 2). Second, there is 
no real gain in expressiveness allowing periods to be true of all the relations that incorporate x- 
ternal connectedness in their definitions. Analogues of Allen and Hayes [6,7] 13 interval relations 
can be defined only using the primitive relation 'B(x,y)'---of x being before y. One question that 
may be immediately asked, is whether or not formulae that cannot be true of periods hould be 
declared ill-sorted or not, as in the case of two externally connected periods? In an automated 
theorem proving setting, there is a possible fficiency gain to be made by declaring such formulae 
as "ill-sorted." This reduces the potential search space of automatically generated formulae in a 
typical proof run, since the number of well-sorted formulae is correspondingly reduced. But this 
carries the consequence that the number of potential theorems involving such formulae are also 
reduced, e.g., we would not then be able to prove the theorem: 
Vx-,Ze(x, or). 
(In words: No period is externally connected to the period univers~.~where 'tit' is a defined 
constant of tile formalism and read as 'the period universe.') The decision to opt for greater 
expressiveness or greater efficiency rests with the user of the logic; a time when the former will 
clearly outweigh the latter arises when definitions are further introduced that require such formula 
to be well-sorted. 
Periods are subdivided into moments (the sort MOMENT) and intervals (tile sort INTERVAL). 
Moments are temporal "atoms" and intervals are defined as periods which are not moments. 
llere, the nomenclature and defined concepts follow that outlined by Allen and llayes [6,12], but 
it is important o stress that Allen and Hayes' axiomatization and the theory described here 
are not formally equivalent. Intervals are further subdivided in the singleton set containing the 
universal period (the sort PERrOD_tr~:I:VgI~E), and those intervals that are not the universal period 
(the sort INTF.~VALkPERIOD_tiNIVERSE), As with spatial regions, intervals can also be defined to 
be "connected" (i.e., in one piece) or "disconnected" (i.e., separated into at least two disjoint 
parts), and sorts assigned. 
The practice of representing tile relations defined in terms of C(x,y) as a relational attice is 
carried over to a set of temporal relations defined in thems of B(x,y) and ¢(x,y)--see Figure .1. 
We omit the set of inverse relations in this figure. The omission of certain other nodes (found in 
the lattice depicted in Figure 2) is intentional. This arises from the fact that once the relation 
EC(x,y) ceases to be true in the domain, the paired relations e(x,y)  and 0(x,y),  P(x,y) and 
liTP(x,y), PP(x,y) and ltTPP(x,y), and x=y and NTPI(x,y) collapse together. Note also that 
0VEalatPS(x,y) and O(x,y) are distinct, although they bear the same linguistic reading. We 
have chosen Allen's [13,14] set of names for these temporal relations to show the relationship 
between our logic and his. No formal definitions for these relations (which may be viewed as 
analogues of Alien's interval relations) are given here, but can be found in [10]. We simply add 
Figure 4 to show how the spatial and temporal relations combine. The lattice depicted in Figure 4 
assumes all the periods are in "one piece." Once this condition is relaxed, the lattice changes. 
For example, B(x,y) and B-* (x,y),  then, do not exhaust he ways periods can be discrete---see 
Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. An instance of the relation DR(x ,y )  which in neither B(x ,y )  nor 
B-t (X, y), where the assumption that period., are connected (i.e.. in 'one piece') is 
relaxed: a=sttm(al ,a2) and DR(a,b), but not B(a,b) nor B -I (a,b). 
3. INTRODUCING EMPIR ICAL  INFORMATION 
Empirical information is added to the formalism via the introduction of a new sort called 
PHYSICAL_OBJECT. Physical entities can then be further divided into subsets with named sorts 
added to the sort lattice S. Physical entities take empirical properties that are not attributed 
to regions, e.g., a physical object may be hard, but no region of either space, qua space or time 
would be the bearer of that property. These ontological distinctions are preserved in the sort 
lattice, with disjoint sorts PItYSICAL_0BJECT and REGION appearing immediately below T. 
We map physical objects to the regions of space they occupy at a given moment in time via 
a transfer function: 'space(x,y), '  read as 'the space occupied by x at moment y' (el. Ilayes' 
space(x) function [15]). This function serves to bring together information encoded in the 
physical, spatial and temporal sublattices. Similarly, we use the set of dyadic relations defined 
over regions to describe the relationship between physical bodies, by talking about he relationship 
between the regions of space they occupy over time. 
In [8] a STRIPS based representation was used to show how one could link a sequence of 
state descriptions and model phagocytosis ("cell eating") in unicellular organisms. The example 
used an amoeba pproaching, surrounding and then engulfing a food particle. In [9] a different 
approach was used for modelling dynamic physical systems. A working force pump was modelled, 
and a partial axiomatization was developed to show, in principle, how the pump and aspects of 
its behaviour could be formally described. The latter example used a set of ternary relations 
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where time periods were explicitly represented, e.g., in the relation '0trTFL0WI~iG(x,y,z),' read 
as 'x flows out of y throughout time z.' States and events were defined in terms of a series of 
temporally linked state descriptions. 
It can often prove useful to enrich ones formal language, so that states and events can be 
explicitly represented as well as (periods of) time. For example, there is a certain naturalness in
being able to talk about the next state or event some dynamic physical system will pass or give rise 
to. One way this can be done (which uses the sort lattice S), is to add two further disjoint sorts 
to the theory: the sorts called STATE and EVENT--see Figure 1. Two relations are consequently 
added, '0BTAI~I$ (x, y)'  ('state x obtains throughout period y) and '0CCVRS (x, y) '  ('event x occurs 
during period y'). The named state/event now appears as an extra argument in a clause which 
describes the nature of the state or event. Axioms governing the meaning of these relations are 
given in [10], but they may be regarded as functionally equivalent to Allen's ttOLDS(p,t) and 
OCCU1L~(e,t) relations [12]. One notable difference between Allen's 'rlOLDS(p,t)' relation and 
our '0BTt, INS(x0y)' relation is that the substituends of both arguments of the '0BThll~S(x,y)' 
relation are genuine names, whereas Allen's EOLDS(p,t) relation mixes propositional types and 
terms. 
In [8] an outline was given on how topological and empirical information extracted from the 
domain could be exploited to put constraints upon the number of possible transformations a 
physical system might be expected to pass through during time. The first was established by 
considering permitted topological transitions without considering any empirical information at 
all. For example, two typically disconnected closed spatial regions will externally connect before 
partially overlapping, arid cannot pass from being discomtected to o,e of partial overlap without 
passing through the intermediate state of being externally connected. The second was achieved by 
taking empirical knowledge of the domain into account, for example in the case of phagocytosis, 
we would sot normally expect a food particle to be released once engulfed by the atuoeba, la 
each ca.se, constraints on the type attd direction of transformation can be realistically stipulated. 
l'mpirical information encoded in the sort lattice S cart be used to put additional constraints on 
per,nitted transfortnations. For example, one could make the sorts aMOEBA and FOOD_PaRTICLE 
disjoint, and subsorts of the sort PEYSICaL_OB.IECT. With an axiom that states that distinct 
i)hysical bodies are closed attd do not overlap (or rather the spatial regions they occupy are closed 
al,(l do not overlap), we can see [tow the llutnber of possible transformations between objects 
during temporal projection begins to be cut down. in the first instance, a kiml of uloaotoaicity 
is required in the projected sequence of state descriptions the cell passes throt,gh once the food 
particle is engulfed--i.e., we prune out the cases which would coincide with the expulsion of the 
food particle. Second, sortal information indicates the possible relations that can hold between 
distinct physical bodies, e.g., they can only externally connect or disconnect--implied by the fact 
they are disjoint closed regions. 
Figures 6 and 7 indicate a set of pernfitted transformations closed regions can pass through, 
where the arrow '~ '  indicates the direction of transformation. Other networks can be set up 
for differing combinations of regions where the permitted transformations vary. Although the 
information in Figures 6 and 7 is presented in the form of transition graphs, it is equivalent 
to adding links of different kinds to the subsumption hierarchy depicted in Figures 2 and 3. 
In general, it is quite usual for semantic networks to have various arc types other than just 
is-a/subsumption li ks. These transition etworks are discussed further in Section 4.4 below. 
4. INFERENCE IN THE THEORY 
Viewed simply as a formalized theory, there are various ways tile theory could be conceivably 
implemented. Below, we outline one way the theory can be implemented, in particular, how the 
sorted logic and lattice structures can be effectively used in a resolution-based theorem-proving 
setting. 
The computational cost of using uncontrolled inference within computational logics for non- 
trivial domain problems is well known. Various hybrid representation a d reasoning systems have 
recently gained much interest among AI research workers in an attempt o meet such difficul- 
ties (see e.g., [16]). The basic idea involves factoring out distinct ways to represent knowledge 
structures and assigning each "factor" to a subsystem in which specialized inference is done. It 
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should be apparent that our representation is hybrid. Although keeping (sorted) first order logic 
as the main language, we have knowledge about sorts, subsumption relationships (of both sorts 
and sets of relations) and continuity restrictions, all of which are represented and reasoned about 
by special means. 
4.1. Using a Many Sorted Logic 
A sorted logic partitions a set of well-formed formulae into those that are well-sorted (inter- 
preted as the meaningful ones), and those that are ill-sorted (interpreted as the nonsensical ones). 
This feature is particularly useful in a computational logic because the potential search space (of 
an unsorted logic) is controlled (in the sorted logic) by restricting the application of general rules 
of inference, so that only the well-sorted formulae are processed in the proof run. For an overview 
of sorted logics with taxonomic reasoning in mind, see [17]. A semantic network can be viewed 
as a representation f the signature of a sorted logic (i.e., the declarations of the sort structure 
and the sortal behaviours of the non-logical symbols). 
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Figure 7. The transition etwork for the set of base relations of the extended lattice. 
Cohn's many sorted logic LLAMA uses a set of sorting functions (defined on the set of con- 
stants, functions and predicates upported by a theory) to identify well-sorted and ill-sorted 
formulae. The sorting functions allow function and predicate symbols to be well-sorted for dif- 
ferent combinations of argument sorts, enabling them to support more than one sense. LLAMA 
also supports a special Boolean lattice B, which has as its elements the four sort symbols trd 
(top), TT, FF and RE (bottom). The interpretations of these sort symbols are fixed as "true or 
false," "true," "false" and "nonsensical," respectively. Each predicate of the logic is mapped to 
one of UU, TT, FF or XE for a given combination of argument sorts. 
The automatic theorem provers we use do the proof by contradiction, that is, from a set of 
axioms • and a clause ~o, we prove E t- ~0 by showing that the set ~ U {-~} is inconsistent. 
LLAMA uses the inference rule known as resolution. Resolution takes a set of clauses (typically 
expressed in Skolem conjunctive normal form) and looks for complementary pairs of literals (i.e., 
individual disjuncts and their negations as in ~ and --,~). Complementary literals appearing in 
clauses are said to "clash" and are both deleted. A new disjunction is constructed from the 
remaining literals appearing in both clauses used, this known as the "resolvent." The resolvent 
is a logical consequence of both original clauses involved in that clash. Repeated application of 
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this rule will (if the original clause set is inconsistent) generate the desired refutation. Because 
LLAMA uses this proof method, clauses appearing at any stage of a proof run which are evaluated 
as F.E or ~ can be eliminated, since being respectively i/l-sorted (and interpreted as "nonsense") 
or being "true" (and tautologous) they cannot add in any way to the refutation. In some cases 
a clause will be eveluated as FF ("false") during a proof run. In this case, the proof will have 
been found, not by detecting a contradiction of the form ~ & --,~ through normal inference, but 
by virtue of the sort information alone. 
LLAMA supports two distinct sort lattices. The Boolean sort lattice B is one; the sort lat- 
tice S, which encodes the subsort relationships between the named non-logical sort symbols of 
the formalized theory, is the other. 
LLAMA requires that the sort structure S be a complete Boolean lattice, and the lattice 
operations glb and 2.ub must correspond semantically toset intersection and union, respectively, a 
There is a computationl advantage to be gained given a complete lattice, since the elements of 
the sort lattice can be represented asa bit map (see [13] for the relevant details), however, the 
practical difficulties encountered in first transforming a non-trivial unsorted axiomatization i to 
a sorted one should not be underestimated. 4 
4.2. Ezpioiting Lattice Strucfures 
LLAMA extends normal resolution to allow two sort literals, a(x) and/3(x) (e.g., MOMENT(a) 
and INTERVAL(a)) to clash, even if they are not complementary and have different predicate 
names. This may be viewed as an instance of Stickel's Theory Resolution [18]. The clash is 
deduced from the position of tile sort symbols in the sort lattice S; e.g., if [a glb 3] (x) = Z, 
in MOMENT(a) and INTERV.~L(a)--SOrts MOMENT and INTERVAL--then the resolvent of the two 
formulae is semantically equivalent to "false." For further details ee [11,19]. 
We generalize tills rule of resolution so that it applies to sets of relations that form a lattice 
and not just the monadic sort predicates. Like the sort lattice S, we add a complementary set 
of unnamed nodes to ttle named nodes of L to make it a complete Boolean lattice. Then, given 
two literals c*(x,y) and 3(x,y)  belonging to L, these resolve to give [c~ 81.b 3] (x,y), just ~ in 
the monadic ase. If [a glb 3 - ±, then a clash is found and "false" deduced. Moreover, il" [~ 
glb /3] ~ A., then we know a(x ,y)  and/3(x,y) are consistent, if [~ glb 3]=3, then 3(x,y)  
- .  a (x ,y) ,  and if [c~ lub 3] (x,y) = T, a tautology is indicated. Tile same principle extends 
to other sets of relations that can be treated as nodes of a lattice. 
¢.3. Transilivily Networks 
A transitivity table (similar in function to that used by Allen [14]), is calculated for all com- 
binations of the base relations that appear in L (see Table 1). Each entry of the form Rl(a,b) 
and R2(bs¢) is mapped to a disjunctive set of base relations, corresponding to a theorem. For 
example, tile entry }ITPP(a,b) and EC(b,c) is DC(a,c), and corresponds to an instance of tile 
theorem: V xyz [[NTPP(x,y) ~ EC(y,z)'] --- DC(x,z)]. Cells marked "no info." indicate 
that for the <~Rl(a0b), R2(b,¢)) pair, no base relation in the result is excluded, and those 
marked with and "X" indicate that tile related conjunction a l (a ,b)  and R2(b,¢) cannot be true 
and thus no deduction could ever be made. Where non-base relations appear in the target set 
(e.g., PP(a,b) and PP(b,c)), the calculation is done as follows. First, we use the lattice L to 
compute the set of base relations, each relation covers (in this case (TPP(a,b), l'l'PP(a,b)}, and 
{TPP(b°c), NTPP(b,c)), remembering thatV xy [PP(x,y)*-- ['TPP(x,y) V ~ITPP(x,y)]]). 
Next, we take each Rl(a,b), R2(b0c) pair, where Kl(a,b) E { TPP(a,b)° ITPP(a,b)) and 
R2(b,c) E { TPP(b,c), NTPP(b°c)}, and form the union of all disjunctive sets of base rela- 
tions each Rl(a,b), R2(a,b) pair yields using the transitivity table. In this case, this would be 
I'TPP lub STPP] (a,¢), or simply, PP(a,¢). So given PP(a,b) and PP(b,c), we deduce PP(a,c). 
~But see the article by Cohn [20] in this volume, where this condition is relaxed. 
4 For example, the theory may not be complete, so an anticipated subsumption relationship between potential 
sorts may not be formally derivable. Moreover, even assuming completeness, if the theory has few primitives, 
subsumption relationships may we1 be deeply embedded and difficult to tease out. 
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XZ(b.¢) 
Rl(a.b) 
DC 
EC 
PO 
TPP 
NTPP 
Tpp-s 
NTPP -t 
TPI 
gTPr 
Table t. Transitivity t~ble for the set of base rdatiota of the lattice L. If gl  (a ,b )  
and R2(b ,c ) ,  it brows that R3(a ,c ) ,  where 113 is looked up in the table. An 
X means that the conjunction R l (a ,b )  and R2(b ,c )  cannot be simultaneously 
satisfied and so no deduction can ever be made. Where multiple relations appear in 
a cell, the resulting relation ~ is the disjuction of all the entries. 
DC EC 
DC,EC, 
no i rdo  PO,TPP. 
IITPP 
OC,EC, DC,EC, 
Po.'rPP -1 , PO,TPP, 
NTPP-Z Tpp-z,TpI 
DC.EC, DC~EC) 
PQ,T'PP -t  . PO,TPP-'. 
ITPP -t ITPP-' 
DG DC.EC 
DC DC 
DC,EC, EC,PO, 
po,'['pp-I, Tpp-t .  
gTpp-t lTpp-t  
DC,EC. 
P0.TPP-', PO,TPP-', 
NTPP -t WTPP" 
OC gC 
DC X 
PO 
DC.EC, 
PO,TPP. 
ITPP 
DC.EC, 
PO.TPP. 
ITPP 
,olnIo 
TPP ITPP TPP -I ITPP-: 
DC.ZC DC.EC 
PO.TPP PO,TPP DC DC 
|TPP rrPp 
ECoPO, PO .TPP. O¢ .gO OC 
TPP,NTPP BTPP 
PO,TPP. PO,TPP, 
|TPP BTPP 
DC.EC. 
PO,TPP, TPP,ETPP 
ITPP 
oc.Ec, 
PO,TPP, |TPP 
ffTPP 
PO. PO.TPP, 
Tpp -x . Tpp-t ,  
NTPP -~ TPI 
" ~'o: Po, 
TPP" .  TPP -i , 
NTPP -t NTPP-' 
PO TPP 
PO X 
DC,F..C, DC,EC. 
PO.TPP - I  , PO,TPP':, 
NTpp -t  rgpp-J 
|TPP 
OCo~. 
|TPP PO,TPP. noiafo 
NTPP 
PO. 
TPP,IITPP TPP-', JTPP -~ 
NTPP-' 
POoTPP, 
NTPP,TPp - I  , HTpp -I |Tpp-t 
HTPP-I,TPI 
ITPI 
JTPP TPP "t |TPP - i  
NTPP X gTPP "t  
DC,EC. DC,F~, 
PO,I"PP. PO,TPP -z , 
TPp-t.TPI |Tpp-I  
TPI r rp r  
DC DC 
EC X 
PO PO 
TPP X 
ITPP ITPP 
'I'PP -~t X 
NTPP-' ITPP-'  
TPI X 
X |TPI  
An example of a tr,xnsition network for the base relation of lattice L appears in Figure 6. Figure 
7 illustrates a shnilar network for the inside partially inside and outside relations. 
4.$. Continuity Restrictions and Transition Networks 
We hupose restrictions upon the way base relations of L can change over consecutive moments 
for any pair of spatial regions, h|tuitively this is best understood by considering two closed 
spherical regions x and y that are of different diameters and initially widely separated. If we 
imagine the two coming together so that eventually both sphere centres coincide, we can see 
that the sequence of relations will change in the following manner: DC(x ,y ) ,  EC(x ,y ) ,  PO(x ,y ) ,  
TPP(x,y)  (or TPP - l  (x ,y) ) ,  and then liTPP(x,y) (or NTPP - l  (x ,y) ,  respectively)~a quick glance 
at the configuration depicted in Figure 1 may be helpful here. Even for spheres this sequence is 
not invariant. For example, if the spheres were of the same diameter, then the sequence would 
change from P0(x, y) to TPI (x ,y)  as the centres coincided. When we begin to relax the condition 
on the shape, size and sort of region, the sequence will change in other ways, e.g., atoms (derived 
as open regions} will either be disconnected, or connect to become identical. By generalizing 
this notion, we end up with a series of transition networks for different combinations of regions, 
showing how from one topological state another topological state can be realized or not as the 
case may be. 
An example of a transition network for the base relation of lattice L appears in Figure 6. 
Figure 7 illustrates a similar network for the inside, partially inside and outside relations. In 
both examples, the regions are closed and proper regions, s
The arrow "=~" indicates the direction of transformation. For example, given EC(a,b) holding 
at some moment in time, this can change to DC(a0b) or PO(a,b) at the next moment. Other 
networks can be set up for differing combinations of regions where the permitted transformations 
vary, e.g., a toms are either discrete or are ident ical ,  w i th  no in termed ia te  transi t ions.  
4.5. Combining Topological, Empirical and Conlinuitg Constraint Information 
We return to tile process of  phagocytos is  brief ly descr ibed earlier to i l lustrate in more  detai l  
aThe formalism supports several types of closed regions. A "proper region" has at least one atom completely 
surrounded by other atoms, all part of the same region. In other words, i~irs of cloned proper regions must 
partially overlap in the transition from EC to TPP or TPP - t  , and vice-versa. Further details can be found in [10]. 
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how inference is controlled. Reasons of space require us to choose a sub-process or phase of 
phagocytosis, that of the food passing inside the amoeba s it surrounds and engulfs it. 
We start off with an amoeba nd a food particle. From the sortal information encoded in the 
sort lattice S, we can deduce both objects are physical objects (from the subsumption relation) 
and distinct (because their associated sorts are disjoint). (In this example, we assume no amoeba 
eaters!) 
From the axiom: 
'x/xy[PltYSgChL_0BJEeT(x) V Vy[-,NULL(space(x, y)) --, CLOSED(space(x, y))]], 
(in words: physical objects always occupy closed spatial regions), and supposing we know that: 
Vxyzt[PHYSICAL_OBJECT(x) ~ PHYSICAL_OBJECT(y) k DR(space(x,z), space(y ,z ) ) ] - - -  
Vu[B(z, u) --. [[-qiULLCspacaCx, u)) &: -,lULL(space(y, tt))] --- DR(spaceCx, u)), space(y, u))]lI 
(in words: physical objects occupying discrete spatial regions at any time, (and which exist for all 
subsequent times) occupy discrete spatial regions for those times), the number of possible transi- 
tions in the continuity table based on the set of base relations of L can be immediately reduced to 
two!, i.e., from gC(x,y) to DC(x,y) or vice-versa--remembering that '~ xy[DR(x,y),--,[DC(x,y) 
V EC(x,y)]]---see Figure 2. 
Next, we restrict our attention to tile topological relations that can hold between both objects 
over time, to the set of discrete relations represented in the lattice extension to L. These cover 
the set of "inside" (including "partially inside") and "outside" relations. As with the lattice L, 
we know that exactly one of the base relations of the extended lattice will hold, whenever both 
individuals exist, i.e., are not null. 
We need to be able to generate at least a partial ordering (ideally a total ordering) on the 
projected sequence of states that the amoeba nd food-particle can pass through. For brevity, 
this is simply stipulated. We add a monotonic-like condition and an inevitability condition, wtfich 
together simply state (in this case), that once the amoeba partially surrounds an (undigested) 
food particle, it will pass sequentially through the various phases of phagocytosis to eventually 
completely engulf it. 
Thus, we arrive at a desirable result: tim start of the engulfing process for the amoeba nd a 
food particle can now be simply defined by stipulating an initial state (namely that a food particle 
must be partially inside the amoeba) and a final state (that the food particle be wholly inside 
the amoeba), from which the intermediate states can be (on the above conditions) generated. 
The model of time used in the theory is discrete. This accords well with the various topological 
state descriptions that can hold between objects over time, since a change in topology must be 
instantaneous. ,Moreover, by using mutually exclusive and exhaustive sets of particular elations, 
we know (on the continued existence of the objects concerned) that exactly one base relation 
will hold, and via the transition networks, what set of relations can or cannot hold after the 
change. Informally, this proceeds as follows. We reason over particular instances of the dyadic 
relations aid to hold between spatial regions over time. Admissable topological transformations 
(encoded in the transition networks) are stipulated for pairs of individuals over periods of time 
that meet. We then use the information in continuity/transition networks to detect unsatisfiable 
transformations. For example, given two individuals occupying closed proper regions that are 
disconnected and then partially overlap over consecutive moments, we can immediately deduce 
"false." 
5. RELATED WORK 
Clarke's [3,4] calculus of individuals based on connection is related to the earlier work of La- 
guna [21] and, particularly, Whitehead [22]. See also [23-25] for other uses of calculi of individuals. 
The Naive Physics programme (which champions the construction of large scale formal theories 
to model the commonsense world) is covered in [1,2,15]. This programme has been at the centre 
of a lively debate--see [26]. 
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There are similarities between the theory that forms the subject of this paper and Allen's [12,14] 
and Allen and Hayes' [6,7] frequently cited temporal logic, but while we use our logic to describe 
both space and time, Allen's logic is only used to model the latter. Hayes [15], starts to develop 
an interval logic to describe space (which is developed further in [27]) but no further work seems 
to have been done beyond this. Other related work includes Davis' comprehensive theory [28] 
to describe the passage of a die through a funnel from first principles, and Blizard's theory [29] 
for reasoning about commonsense properties attributed to physical bodies. For an overview of 
current literature in the hybrid reasoning domain, see [16]. 
6. FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSIONS 
There are three lines of research immediately suggested. First, further work is required to trans- 
form all the monadic predicates supported by the logic into sort predicates. Second, further work 
is needed before the resolution strategies using lattice structures (described above) can generate 
the defining axioms of L as theorems, thereby making them redundant. One example is the for- 
mula: V xy [0(x,y) --* =l z[P(z ,x)  ~ P(z ,y) ] ]  (being one half of the definition of 0(x,y)) ,  
which at present cannot be proved as a theorem simply from the lattice and transitivity table 
for L. One way this formula could be made redundant is to proceed as follows. First, we note that 
O(x,y) is a synm~etrica[ relation and that prod(x,y) is commutative. By "building in" these 
properties into the inference mechanism (e.g., by allowing symmetric unification in such formulae) 
the original formula could be replaced with the single clause V xy[0(x, y) ---, P(prod(x,y),  x)]. 
It is then easy to see how this clause could in turn be absorbed, in this case, the transitivity table 
could be suitably extended so that the conjunction --,P(prod(x,y),x) /k 0(x,y) is mapped to 
"false." Fttrthcr work alotlg this line is needed to see if we can successfldly buihl iu other defining 
formulae which at present cannot be derived as theorems. Finally, additional work is required to 
generalize the temporal lattice based ou B(x,y) and C(x,y) to accomodate both conncctcd and 
disconnected periods. 
The general theory is particularly expressive and provides a uniform framework to explicitly 
represent much topological spatial and temporal knowledge. Moreover, the mariner in which the 
relational lattice L is used can be seen as a natural extension to the dyadic case of the monadic 
sortal lattice. 
In hybrid reasoning systems, advantages are gained by factoring out particular kinds of knowl- 
edge and representing and reasoning about them in distinct ways. We are encouraged that our 
theory has revealed several distinct easily identifiable structures. These provide a good founda- 
tion for the more general task of finding eificient ways to control mechanized inference using large 
scale formal theories. 
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APPENDIX  A 
Key to sort/type notation: sort  ¢1 : r2 meeats 'sort r l  is a subsort of 72,' type c~ :T means *constant symbol 
o is well-sorted mad of sort r,' type  c~(r l ,  . . . ,  ~'n) : rn+l  means 'function symbol t~ is well-sorted when 
its argument sorts are ¢1,  .. .  ,Tn, with T+1 as the result sort,' and type ot(¢1, . . .  ,~n) : rn+lEB means 
'predicate symbol ~ is well-sorted when defined on argument sorts ¢1,  . . .  • yn, and where yn+l  is any element 
(except EE) of the special sort lattice B, '  i.e., UU, TT and FF. 
For brevity, sortal declarations for the constants, functions and predicates of this formalism are not as restricted 
as they could be. For example, we have not specified type EC(0PEN tREGION):FF, or type sum(CLOSED, 
CLOSED) : CLESED. 
sort  NULL : T 
sort  REGION : r 
sort  PHYSICAL_OBJECT : T 
sort  POINT : T 
sort  STATE: T 
sort  EVENT : T 
sort SPATIAL: REGION 
sort  MOMENT : PERIOD 
sort  INTERVAL : PERIOD 
sort  PF.~IOD_UNIVERSE : INTERVAL 
sort  INTERVAL\PF~IOD_UHIVERSE : INTERVAL 
sort  OPEN : REGION 
sort  SPATIAL_OPEN: OPEN 
sort  SPATIAL_OPEN : SPATIAL 
sort SPATIAL.ATOM: SPATIAL_0PEN 
sort SPATIAL_0PEN\SPATIAL_ATOM : SPATIAL_OPEN 
sort SPATIAL_UNIVERSE: SPATIAL-0PEN\SPATIAL.ATOM 
sort SPATIAL-OPEH\SPATIALATOM\SPATIAL_UNIVERSE: SPATIAL_OPEN\SPATIAL_ATOM 
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sort CLOSED:SPATIAL 
sort CLOPEN:SPATIAL 
sort SPATIAL ATON:ATOM 
sort ATOM:0PEN 
sort MOMENT:ATOM 
sort PF~IOD:OPEN 
sort AMOEBA:PHYSICAL_OBJECT 
sort FOOD_PARTICLE:PHYSICAL_OBJECT 
In general, the sorting functions for the sort predicates are specified as follows: 
type q,(~) :TT 
type ~,(T\~) :FF 
type ~(T) :UU 
where: @ E S. 
VxC (x, x) 
Vxy EC(x,y)--C(y,x)] 
Vxy [ [vz [C (z, x)*---C(z, y)] ]-- x=y] 
DC(x,y) =dr. -,C(x,y) 
P(x,y).edf. y z [C.(z, x)--C(z, y)] 
PP(x,y) =dr. P(x,y) It -,P(y,x) 
x=y-:df.P(x,y) It P(y,x) 
0(x,y)---dr. 3z[P(z,x) It P(z,y)] 
PO(x,y) ~df .  O(xoy) k ~P(x,y)  R ~P(y,x)  
DR(xoy) ~df .  ~O(x,y) 
EC(x,y) ~df. C(x,y) It ~O(x,y) 
TP(x,y)  ~df .  P (x ,y )  R 3z[EC(zox) R EC(z ,y)]  
NTP(x,y) ~df .  P (x ,y)  ~ ~3z[EC(z,x) ~ EC(z,y)]  
TPP(x ,y )~df .  TP(x,y)  It -P (y ,x )  
NTPP(x,y) ~df .  NTP(x,y) ~ ~P(y,x)  
TP I (x ,y )~df .  TP(x,y)  k P(y ,x)  
NTPI(x,y) ~df .  NTP(x,y) It P (y ,x )  
P -* (x ,y )  ~df .  P (y ,x )  
PP-X(x,y) ~df .  PP(y,x)  
TP-~(x,y)  ~df .  TP(y,x)  
NTP-X(x,y) ~df .  NTP(y,x) 
TPP-*(x,y)  ~df .  TPP(y,x)  
NTPP-i(x,y) ~df .  NTPP(y,x) 
type 4P (SPATIAL, SPATIAL) : UU 
type q~ (PERIOD, PERIOD ) : UU 
where • E ~C,DC,P,PP,=,O,PO,DR,EC,TP,MTP,TPP*MTPP,TPIoMTPI* P-~ ,pp-2 ,Tp-1, 
NTP -l  , TPP -~ , N'rPP - l  }. 
Us=dr. ,x EvyC(y, x)'l e 
Ur.=df. ~ CYyC(y, x)'l 
aWhen we write a(~)=df .  *yC@(y)] we mean ~C@['a( ) ) ] ] ;  thus, e.g., the definition for p rod(x ,y )  is 
translated out (in the object language) as: VxyzEC(z,prod(x,y)) , - - - .  3ul 'P(u,z)~P(u,y)~kC(z,u)]] .  
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type Us:SPATIkL_UNIVERSE 
type Ut:PERIOD_UNIVERSE 
sum(x.y) =d~. ~[~[c(w,z ) - -  [c(.,x) v c(w,y)3]] 
prod(x.y) =dr. =[vw[C(w,z)---*3u[P(u,x) • P(u,y) a C(w,u)]]] 
compl(x) =d/. ,yfvz[C(z,y), , -,P(zox)]] 
£nt(x) =d~. ,y [Vz [C (z , y) ~ 3w[NTP(w,x) t C(z,w)]]] 
clCx) =d~. ,y[vz[C(z,y)- - - -  3~[~C(w,int(compl(x))) It C(z,w)]]] 
skin(x) =dr. ,yUYz[C(z,y)--- 3w[Atom(w)ItP(.,x)ItC(c1(w),c1(compl(x)))ItC(z,w)]]] 
type 
type 
type 
type 
type 
type 
sum(SPATIAL,SPATIAL):SPATIAL 
sum(PERIOD,PERIOD):PERIOD 
prod(SPATIAL,SPATIAL):SPATIAL lub NULL 
prod(PERIOD,PERIOD):PERIOD lub  NULL 
¢ompl(SPATIAL):SPATIAL lub NULL 
int(SPATIAL):SPATIAL_OPEN 
type in~(PERIOD):PF_~IOD 
type cl(SPATIAL):CLOSED lub  NULL 
~pe skin(SPATIAL):SPATIAL lub NULL 
ATOMCx) ~df .  ¥y [P (y ,x ) - -y=x]  
OPEN(x) ~df. int(x)=x 
CLOSED(x) ~df. ¢l(x)=x 
CLOPEN(x) ~df. ~OPEN(x) t ~CLOSED(x) 
SPATIAL_UNIVERSE(x) ~df .  x=Us 
type ATOM(REGION) :UU 
type OPENCREGION) :UU 
type CLOSED (SPATIAL) : UU 
type CLOPEN(SPATIAL) :UU 
N.b. Unlnterpreted constants, functions and predicates are read as: *8um(x,y)' (*the stun of x and y'), 
' compl (x ) '  ('the complement of x'), ' i n t (x ) '  ('the (topological) interior of X'), ' c l (x ) '  (*the (topological) 
closure of X'), 'ATOM(x)' ('x is an atom'), 'OPEN(x)' ('x is (topologically) open'), 'CLOSED(x)' ('x is (topo- 
logically) c]oeed'), 'CL0PEN(x)' ('x is (topologically) neither open nor dosed'), and 'SPATIAL_UNIVF~SE(x)' 
('x is the spatiM mtiverse'). 
Vxy [NULL (prod (x 0 y) ) ---, DR(x,y)]  T 
vx I'EC ( c l  (x ) .  c l  (compl (x ) ) ]  
¥x P (x ,conv(x ) )  
VX P (conv(conv(x ) ) , conv(x ) )  
vxy[ [P (x ,conv(y )  t P (y ,conv(x ) ) ] - -  C(x,y)3 
Vxy[EP(x ,conv(y ) )  t P (y ,conv(z ) ) ] - -  P(x,conv(z))] 
vxyCEDR(x,conv(y))  & DR(y(conv(x ) ) ] - -  DR(conv(x ) ,conv(y ) ) ]  
type conv(SPATIAL):SPATIAL s 
7This axiom replaces the definition for NULL(x) in [8,10]. 
SThe convex-huU function coxxv (x) is actually restricted, so that it is weU-sorted only when the argument sort 
is an individual connected (i.e., "one piece") spatial region. 
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0UTSIDE(x,y) =dr .  DR(x ,conv(y ) )  9 
I~SIDE(x,y) =_dr. DR(x,y) ~ P(x,conv(y)) 9 
P-INSIDE(x,y)-<if. DR(x,y) It PO(x ,conv(y ) )  9 
N-OUTSIDE(x,y) =dr. DC(x,conv(y)) 
J-OUTSIDE(x,y) -dr. OUTSIDE(x,y) & -,W-OUTSIDE(x,y) 
2-INSIDE(x,y) =dr. INSIDE(x,y) k TP(x,conv(y)) 
N-INSIDE(x,y) ---dr. INSIDE(x,y) k NTP(x,conv(y)) 
J-OUTSIDEZC(x,y) =dr. J-OUTSIDE(x,y) & EC(x,y) 
J-INSIDEEC(x,y)--dr. J-INSIDE(x,y) ~t EC(x,y) 
W-INSIDEZC(x,y) --dr. W-INSIDE(x,y) & EC(x,y) 
P-INSIDEEC(x,y) =dr .  P-INSIDE(x,y) k EC(x,y) 
J-OUTSIDEDC(x,y) =dr. J-OUTSIDE(x,y) k DC(x,y) 
J- INSIDEDC(x,y) -dr. J-INSIDE(x,y) ~ DC(x,y) 
W-INSIDEDC(x,y)-dr .  I/-IgSIDE(x,y) k DC(x,y) 
P-INSIDEI)C(x,y) -dr. P-INSIDE(x,y) /t DC(x,y) 
type 4~ (SPATIAL, SPATIAL) : UU 
where: <~ E {OUTSIDE, I~SIDE, P-INSIDE, W-OUTSIDE, J-OUTSIDE, J-INSIDE, I/-IISIDE, 
J-OUTSIDE Ec , J-OUTSIDE l>c , p-INSIDE zc , p-INSIDE I)c , J-IgSIDE sc , 
J-INSIDE Dc , W-INSIDE zc ,I/-IXSIDEDC } so 
Vx--,B (x,  x) 
Vxyz[ [B(x ,y )  k B (y ,z ) ] - -B (x ,z ) ]  
vxyEn(x,y)-- vzuE[P(z,x) t P(u,y)3 --,n(z.y)]] 
(Form~ definltiolm for the set of temporal dy~fic rclar, lons defined in the text axe omhted here.) 
type @ (PERIOD, PERIOD ) "UU 
where: • E{ g.lq-! ,BEFORE,NEETS,OVERLAPS,STARTS,FINISHES,DURING,BEFGRE -I , 
MEETS- I, OVERLAPS- l , STARTS- t, FI]IISIIES- i, DURING- I ) 
MOMENT(x) =-dr. Vyz[l'P(y,x) k P(Z.X)]-. -,B(y,z)] 
INTERVAL(x) =dr .  [-,MOMENT(x) ~ PERIOD(x)] 
PERIOD_UNIVERSE(x) =dr. x=Ut 
vx[PERIOD(x)-. 3y[MOMENT(y) n, P(y,x)]] 
Vxy[[MOMENT(x) /t MOMENT(y)]-.x=y v B(x,y) v B(y,x)] 
Vx[MOMENT(x) --Sy [MOMENT(y) ~ NEETS(y,x)]] 
Vx[MOMF.~T(x) --, 3y [MOMENT(y) k MEETS(x,y)]] 
'The deRnitiom for INSIDE(x,y), OUTSIDE(x,y) and P-INSIDE(x,y) used here are weaker than and 
replace the set of definitions given in [9]. 
l°Note that the relations in <~ are not pa~rwlse disjoint nor cover DR unless restricted to one piece regions. 
